aboutGOLF Announces the Addition of Colorado Golf Club to their Prestigious List of Courses.

aboutGOLF announces a new partnership with the prestigious Colorado Golf Club, located in Parker, CO. Colorado Golf Club will be hosting the upcoming 2019 U.S. Mid-Amateur as their first national championship. aboutGolf is excited for this alliance and allowing more players the chance to play the course leading up to the event.

KIRKLAND, Wash. (PRWEB) February 21, 2019 -- aboutGOLF has announced an exciting new partnership with prestigious Colorado Golf Club, located in Parker, CO. Its nationally recognized Championship Course will be available to play on aboutGolf’s simulator.

aboutGolf is especially excited about this alliance in anticipation of the upcoming 2019 U.S. Mid-Amateur, which will be hosted at Colorado Golf Club, as their first national championship. Players now can practice and play the course during the offseason in preparation.

The Colorado Golf Club is continually ranked among the United States’ top modern courses. Since opening in 2007, The Championship Course received recognition from T&L Golf and GOLF Magazine and has been noted as a challenging, yet playable course for all skillsets. Also hosting the 2010 Senior PGA Championship.

The course’s natural design with ponderosa pines and picturesque hills will be realistically depicted on aboutGolf’s industry-leading indoor simulators. aboutGolf has been able to provide the world’s most detailed images, down to tee placement and weather condition clarity, by successfully implementing advanced machine vision technology.

"Our dedicated graphics team develops each course using topographical, photographic and aerial data, enabling rendering with unprecedented accuracy and achieving the desired detail, realism and immersive experience," says Randall Henry, Chief Golf Officer.

aboutGolf is the Platform for the Modern Golfer. Providing unmatched technology with endless entertainment. aboutGolf is shaping the future of indoor golf performance experience. Taking on challenges presented by a new wave of golf enthusiast. aboutGolf is committed to investing in new innovations for even the most avid golfers to gain instant access to the game they love, while delivering the performance and accuracy needed to improve. Based out of Kirkland, WA, aboutGolf has earned the title as the world leader in golf simulator technology after 20 years in the industry. aboutGolf is continually working to innovate, improve reach, and enhance customer experience. aboutGolf® is a registered trademark of aboutGolf, Kirkland, WA.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.